Technical considerations in planning a distributed teleradiology system.
A large-scale teleradiology project is under way to link a Florida imaging center to the UCLA Department of Radiology. The initial goal is to provide Florida patients in a routine clinical practice environment with subspecialty consultation by academic radiologists. The plan then calls for the addition of other domestic and international sites. Technical issues in planning to establish the necessary teleradiology infrastructure include wide area network design, image compression, distributed archiving, and special viewing station features. Special emphasis is placed on archive design that makes intelligent use of information, such as triggering events from the radiological information system (RIS) for image prefetching and visual cues from photo-icons for full-size image retrieval. Concepts such as teleconsultation and remote procedure monitoring are aimed at providing the same level of services at distant sites that would be available in-house. This article highlights the system design parameters that must be considered to engineer a scalable distributed teleradiology system.